
This article is the first of four articles on marine wiring. The first is about marine wire, the 

second will be about sizing the wires for your boat, the third will cover fuses and circuit 

breakers, and the fourth will be a basic tutorial on planning your boat wiring project. I hope you 

enjoy these articles and that they will help you understand your boats wiring. This article is 

directed towards amateur boat builders and as such is not an exhaustive coverage of marine 

electrical systems, but there is enough information to allow you to plan and execute a boat 

project for a moderate size boat. These articles will certainly be useful to the professional 

builder also. 

 

The Scoop on Marine Wire 

By Edward Scott, Bayside Marine Design 

To most people wire is wire. Most know it connects electrical circuits together; nothing exciting like 

batteries or radios, wire simply connects electrical things together. Simple, right? Well in some 

circumstances that may be correct but most of the time it is not. If you connect two devices with wire 

that is too small in diameter or too long in length for a given diameter it could cause a loss of voltage 

that makes the device malfunction. With too small a diameter and a connection that draws lots of 

current, the wire could easily overheat and burn up causing a fire, not a good situation on land and 

certainly not in the air or in the water. With just these facts in mind choosing the RIGHT wire is one of 

the most important functions in planning the wiring of your boat. 

Wire Construction 

Wire comes in many flavors, copper, aluminum, stranded, solid, different diameters, different coverings.  

Wire has many ratings to help you choose the right wire for the intended use.  In this article we are only 

going to discuss wire for the marine environment. 

The first and foremost starting point in purchasing wire for your boat wiring project is to buy ‘marine 

wire’. What is marine wire? It is COPPER wire that is STRANDED, meaning the wire diameter is made up 

of many much smaller wire strands twisted together and covered with an insulation cover to hold the 

strands together and protect the wire from accidental nicking and to keep the wire from being exposed 

where it could cause harm to people if touched. The wire is also ‘tinned’, meaning the wire strands are 

covered with a tin type coating the whole length of the wire to minimize corrosion of the copper wire 

itself. Having tinned wire on a boat cannot be overemphasized enough. It is so important that the 

American Boat and Yacht Council has made it part of their E-11 Standard, which is their standard on safe 

wiring practices for marine vessels. What about aluminum wire? Aluminum is cheaper and lighter in 

weight, it sounds like a good deal for boats. But it is not, aluminum can corrode very quickly rendering 

your systems inoperative. It also can break easily, resulting in inoperative systems and it is not part of 

the ABYC E-11 standard for these reasons. Never wire your boat with aluminum wire; it simply is not 

worth it. 



 

                                        Single conductor marine wire 

 

Marine wire as mentioned before is stranded.  But what about solid wire? In solid wire, the wire 

diameter is made of one large diameter single strand and should never be used on a boat, even if it is 

copper, tinned and the required diameter because the thick single strand is prone to breaking at the 

point where the wire end is inserted into the terminal lug. Sometimes it can break in the insulation. The 

problem is… where is the break? Have fun tracking it down. One thing is for sure, some piece of 

equipment or system will no longer work. The breakage is caused by the vibration of the wire at the 

stress areas, like terminals and corners the wire is routed around, to move the wire back and forth until 

it snaps apart rendering the connection lost or worse, intermittent. And you know that vibration is 

present in most boats either from engines, water pounding on the hull or both. Stranded wire does 

break as easily as solid wire, yes some of the tiny strands may break but it will not cause a total loss of 

power. Stranded wire is a requirement of the ABYC E-11 Standard, solid wire is not. 

The last component of wire construction is the insulating covering. Marine wire is typically covered in a 

vinyl material that comes in different colors and temperature ratings. Some specialty wire is covered in a 

Teflon material while superior in many ways to vinyl but is more expensive than vinyl and not usually 

used in standard marine wiring system designs. The main concerns with wire coverings are the coverings 

temperature rating, the voltage rating, and its oil/water resistance. These ratings will be covered later in 

this article. 

Wire Sizes 

Marine wire comes in many SIZES. Wire size is the diameter of the copper conductor itself as twisted 

strands. It is measured by WIRE GAUGE with the AWG (American wire gauge) size being the 

measurement standard used for marine wire. Marine wire size comes in sizes from #18 to 0000 gauge 

with #18 being the smallest and 0000 being the largest in diameter. Wire size is usually referred to as 

GAUGE. The larger the number the smaller the diameter, meaning 18 gauge wire is smaller than 0000 in 

diameters.  The largest diameter marine wire for most boats is 0000. While wire in general comes in 

sizes as small as 30 gauge, the smallest wire used in the marine environment is 18 gauge. Choosing the 

right wire gauge for your boat project will be covered in a future article. 



Cable versus Wire 

When looking in marine catalogs or visiting your local marine store in the wire section, you will 

undoubtedly run into not only wire but something called CABLE. What is cable? It is simply a term 

describing the larger wire sizes.  The term CABLE normally refers to wire from #8 gauge all the way up 

to 0000 in size. All of the wire ratings for CABLE is the same, it is just a term used for the larger wires. 

Many times this wire is also called BATTERY CABLE instead of just CABLE.  Cable also refers to multiwire 

bundles wrapped in an insulating cover as well as coaxial cable that is used in radio work. 

 

Battery cable  

 

Single or Multiwire? 

While most wire in a boat, particularly small boats are SINGLE CONDUCTOR wires (meaning one copper 

conductor in a vinyl covering) there are multiwire cables that contain multiple vinyl covered wires inside 

of a larger vinyl covering. 

              

                   Multiwire cable    Three wire Bilge pump cable 

 

These multiwire cables come in different wire counts, typically 2,3,4,5,8 and even 25 wires in a cable. 

One of the most common multiwire cables that are used in a boat is the BILGE PUMP CABLE, this is a 

two wire or three wire cable used for connecting bilge pumps to the battery, pump switch, or a fuse 

panel and is water resistant.  

Why use the mutliwire cable? The main reason is neatness of the installation along with the protection 

afforded the wire due to there being TWO coverings, the individual wire covering in the cable and the 



covering over the whole wire bundle. Using a multiwire cable allows you to run multiple wires from a 

fuse panel to another part of the boat in a single cable as opposed to running multiple single wires. The 

downside to multiwire cable is that you have to DERATE the cables electrical current carrying capability 

because of the potential heat build-up in the cable itself. Also, not all wire sizes are available in 

multiwire cables. It can also be difficult to route the cable around and into tight spaces. 

Wire Ratings You Need to Understand 

Marine wire has many RATINGS or specifications you need to understand before buying the wire you 

need for your boat project. These RATINGS are as follows: 

1. Wire size 

2. Voltage rating 

3. Current rating 

4. Temperature rating 

5. Oil / water rating 

6. Color code 

WIRE SIZE: We have already covered wire size earlier. Selecting the proper wire size (AWG Gauge) for a 

particular connection will be covered in a future article but a couple of things to think about are this. 

The smaller the gauge number the larger the diameter. The larger the diameter of the wire, the more 

current the wire can carry safely. The reason for this is a wire carrying too much current for its diameter 

will seriously overheat melting the insulation and causing the wire to SHORT to another wire and this 

will most likely start a FIRE, something to be avoided for sure. Also related to wire diameter is the wire 

length itself. There is no RATING for wire length however the wire length specification is the length you 

need to connect the battery or fuse panel to your device such as a navigation light or fish finder. This 

length is specific to your boat and not a general specification for all electrical devices on any boat. The 

length is related to diameter in that for a given wire diameter (Gauge), too long a wire will result in a 

VOLTAGE drop across the wire that will take away from the voltage required at the power terminals of 

your device possibly causing your device not to operate. This means your 12 volt battery voltage will not 

be 12 volts at the power terminals of your device, it could be 9 volts. This will cause your navigation light 

to be too dim or your VHF radio will not transmit at its full power. To prevent this you need to increase 

the diameter of the wire if it is too long at a particular diameter to avoid voltage loss. This is a math 

analysis that must be done or you can use voltage loss tables in the ABYC E-11 standard document. 

Again wire sizing will be covered in a future article. 

Voltage Rating:  This refers to how much AC OR DC VOLTAGE that can be applied to the wire without 

the voltage arcing through the insulation to another wire or metallic part of the boat. This also prevents 

the possibility of electrical shock to someone accidently touching the wire. This is particularly important 

with wire carrying AC power from a generator set or a shorepower connection.  The typical rating for 

marine wire is 600 volts. This covers all of your boats power needs from DIRECT CURRENT (DC) battery 

power up to alternating current (AC) power from your shorepower connection or AC generator set. Stay 

with a 600 volt minimum when buying. 



Current Rating: This is probably the most important RATING of marine wire. This RATING tells you how 

much current IN AMPS the wire can carry continuously without overheating and burning up causing a 

fire. This rating is directly related to the wire diameter. The bigger the diameter of the wire the more 

current it can carry. It is not dependent on wire length. A long wire will burn up just as quick as a short 

wire when carrying current above its current rating. How do you determine the proper current rating for 

your wire runs? As mentioned before a detailed procedure will be outlined in a future article, but the 

starting point is determining the current required by the device (s) you are wiring to. This should be 

found on the specification sheet for the device itself. NEVER GUESS!. If the specification sheet for the 

device does not state the current requirement and you can’t find out what the current requirement is, 

(pretty rare for new equipment, but common if using older used equipment without a user manual) 

then do not use the device, you will never be able to properly size the wire for current as well as voltage 

loss due to length. The wire current rating does not need to match the device current exactly. ABYC 

standard E-11 has a table that shows current carrying capability of wire. Also many marine catalogs have 

tables stating current ratings of marine wire. As long as you choose a wire with a current rating higher 

than the device current requirement you are safe. You might ask… why not just wire your boat with a 

large gauge wire? You can if you want, but the cost would be much higher than it needs to be. Also the 

bigger wire is heavy and expensive so save the bigger wire for where it is required. Adding terminals and 

other wire hardware becomes more difficult so again save the larger wire for where it is absolutely 

necessary. 

Temperature rating: This is another very important wire rating. The insulation covering on wire has 

different temperature ratings. The temperature rating is primarily for the insulation, in other words how 

hot can the whole wire get without the insulation melting off of the conductor. The higher the 

temperature rating the more expensive the wire is so again only use the temperature rating you need 

for the area of the boat you are wiring. There are two main areas of the boat that must be considered 

with regards to temperature ratings, first and foremost is the area around the engine with the exception 

of outboard engines, engine rooms or areas where inboard engines are mounted, the other area on the 

boat is simply the rest of the boat. For most wiring jobs a temperature rating of 60degrees C is more 

than sufficient, Higher ratings may be required for wire that may lay on very hot pieces of equipment or 

areas where heat is far higher than on the rest of the boat. Some engine spaces get very hot and you 

may need to use temperature ratings as high as 75 degrees C or higher (ratings as high as 200 deg C are 

available). In addition to the insulation melting off of the wire, when wire is used around hot areas the 

current rating must be DERATED, this means that for a given current rating of wire in regular unheated 

areas, that to use that wire in a hot area, the amount of current the wire can safely carry is less because 

the wire is already starting at a higher ambient temperature, so it takes less current to generate the heat 

that required to create a fire hazard.  Check the wire catalog for temperature ratings and have a good 

idea as to what the temperatures could be in the hot areas of your boat then select your wire 

accordingly. ABYC standard E-11 has a derating table to help with derating the current in a hot area. 

Oil / water rating:  This is another insulation rating. There is no number involved in this rating. A wire is 

either rated for oil, water, oil and water, or not rated for anywhere wet.  Check your catalog or ask your 

vendor. Again the oil/water rated wire is more expensive. Only use it where you need that kind of 



protection. Voltage, current, and temperature ratings still apply to this wire. Also do your best to keep 

wiring out of the water or oil in normal use. Wire in and around engines should be oil resistant. 

Color Codes: This is not a rating. It is mentioned here because ABYC has specified a wire color code for 

different functions in a boats wiring system. Many builders do not adhere to these color codes. The 

color codes are intended to help make wire tracing easier. But for that to work, you have to know 

whether or not the electricians used ABYC color codes. Common colors that have somewhat become 

universal are as follows 

Red – 12 volt battery power, usually the battery cable itself as well as the overall power wiring 

Yellow – This is for circuit returns meaning wire that connects device negative terminal to battery 

negative. 

Black – Two meanings. It is usually the negative battery cable which is tied to the circuit return where all 

of the yellow wires connect to.  Black is also the HOT wire in AC power systems, so be aware! 

Green – System ground for both AC and DC power systems. System ground is not the same as circuit 

returns. 

White – This is the NEUTRAL wire for AC systems 

The ABYC E-11 standard has a table that describes the color codes. 

What about AC shorepower wire versus DC battery wire? 

Wire used for AC power is exactly the same as wire for DC power. The only difference is in the color 

code used to distinguish AC circuits from DC circuits. In addition many times AC wiring is accomplished 

by using multiwire cable that contains white, black, and green wires. This multiwire cable gives you 

double protection from the AC power in the conductors (two layers of insulation). AC is more dangerous 

than 12 volt battery power. Many boats use AC wire that looks like house wire on the outside but on the 

inside the wire IS STRANDED. Regular house wire has solid conductors, a no-no on boats so do not use 

regular house wire in your boats AC system. AC marine cable should always be used for AC wiring. 

 

AC Marine Wire 

Note the tinned, stranded conductors and wire colors 

 



This first article in this series has dealt with the subject of marine wire. I hope you have learned that 

there is a whole lot more to wire than just some plastic covered copper conductor. As far as pure 

electrical physics goes, wire is just wire; it connects parts of circuits together. But in addition to physics, 

there are a whole lot of real world factors that must be considered in choosing wire that will not only 

work in the physics world but also the boat, the airplane, the factory and the house world and work 

SAFELY.  

The next article in this series will cover how to properly SIZE wire so that it is safe under all electrical 

conditions so your wiring installation keeps your systems hooked-up and fire free. 

 

Ed is owner of Bayside Marine Design, a firm that specializes in marine electrical system design as well as general small craft 

boat design. Ed was an instructor and former Director of the Eastport Boat School that was located in Eastport, Maine. You can 

contact Ed at:  ed@baysidemarinedesign.com 

ABYC – American Yacht and Boat Council    www.abycinc.org   Standard E-11 can be purchased separately from other standards 

from ABYC. 

http://www.abycinc.org/

